Assessing combinatorial strategies to multimerize libraries of single-domain antibodies.
Single-domain antibodies (SDAs) are among the most studied and interesting antibody fragments. These molecules combine advantages of antibodies and small molecules. However, SDAs present a low efficiency of in vivo targeting because of their low binding avidity and fast clearance from blood circulation. Multimerization of SDA can overcome these drawbacks and increase their therapeutic potency. In this work, we developed and compared three strategies that allow construction of SDA dimers derived from rabbit light chains--PCR overlap, sticky PCR, and restriction/ligation. The restriction/ligation strategy proved to be the most efficient and feasible method to construct a successful library of SDA dimers. To further explore this technique, we constructed different libraries that differed in linker length between the two SDAs, and assessed its efficiency to deliver antigen-specific SDA dimers. We efficiently increased both the molecular size and avidity of antibody fragments, increasing the possibility of these molecules to bind to their antigen. Therefore, this work describes efficient tools for therapeutic development of SDA dimers.